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Abstract 

On 3rd July 2014, the first OPTICS Expert Workshop was held at EUROCONTROL HQ in Brussels, attended 
by 70 experts in Human Factors from 17 countries. Their task was to determine the major Human 
Factors Research & Innovation (R&I) priorities for aviation safety, to consider the Human Factors 
research pathway laid out by ACARE’s Strategic Research & Innovation Agenda (SRIA), and then to 
determine if any significant research avenues were missing. 

This document reports on the set-up and results of the first OPTICS Expert Workshop, detailing the 
issues identified and the resultant priorities arising. 
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Executive Summary 

Flightpath 2050 sets out the vision for the ambitions of European aviation transport over the next 
three decades. In order to realise this vision, the Advisory Council for Aviation Research in Europe 
(ACARE) called on hundreds of experts from across the Aviation Transport System (ATS), and 
developed a roadmap called the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA). This roadmap lays 
out what needs to be done, in three timeframes (2020, 2035 and 2050) for all five pillars of the vision, 
one of which considers safety and security. 

OPTICS (Observation Platform for the Technical and Institutional Consolidation of Safety Research) is a 
European Commission-funded project that monitors to which extent Research and Innovation is on 
track in realizing the safety part of the SRIA, and realising the specific safety goals of Flightpath 2050.  

This document reports on the first Expert Workshop organized by OPTICS. Given the human-centric 
nature of aviation, the OPTICS team decided that the first Expert Workshop would focus on Human 
Factors, seen by many as a critical element for safety. It was held at EUROCONTROL HQ in Brussels on 
3rd July 2014. It attracted 70 experts in Human Factors from 17 countries from across the ATS 
spectrum. Their task was to determine the major Human Factors Research & Innovation (R&I) 
priorities for aviation safety, to consider the Human Factors part of the SRIA, and to determine if any 
significant research avenues were missing. Participants were also invited to suggest ‘game-changers’, 
R&I ideas which genuinely offer new thinking to the issue of optimising human performance in future 
aviation systems, and hence may accelerate the integration of Human Factor and its positive impact on 
ATS development and performance.  

This first OPTICS Expert Workshop provided a long list of research ideas and priorities, which were 
identified by the participants, and discussed in break-out sessions and a plenary session. After 
processing and structuring these, the main results are as follows: 

 A prioritization of the Human-Factor related Capabilities in the SRIA, including a Top 10 of 
Capabilities considered most important: 

1. Human Performance Envelope  

2. Human Factors in Design and Manufacturing 

3. Adaptive Automation  

4. Automation Support  

5. Behavioural analysis to identify hazards  

6. Common Framework for Certification 

7. Managing Human Behaviour in Emergencies   

8. Monitoring of crew/team capacity 

9. Tools and methods for emergent risks  

10. Safety data systematic analysis 

 The identification of three main priorities that do not well fit the existing SRIA structure: 

o Training and selection for the pilot and controller of the future. 

o Security impacts on safety (in particular cyber-attacks).  
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o A common Human Factor education system to teach the basics of Human Factors to all 
system actors (operational, technical, design, and managers). 

 The identification of a main game-changing priority: to evolve an industrial and organisational 
culture that values Human Factors and uses it in design and management processes.  

These results provide input to the OPTICS D2.1 deliverable, expected for the end of 2014. This first 
yearly OPTICS deliverable regarding the state-of-the-art in safety research will combine these results 
with the results of an assessment of a large collection of R&I projects in aviation safety. Based on 
workshop results and project assessment results, it will provide strategic recommendations regarding 
the state-of-the-art of research and innovation addressing the ACARE safety related goals, and 
regarding identified gaps and bottlenecks in the realisation of the safety goals of Flightpath 2050 via 
the SRIA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Flightpath 20501 sets out the vision for the ambitions of European aviation transport over the next 
three decades. The vision includes five principal pillars (cf. Figure 1). In order to realise this vision, the 
Advisory Council for Aviation Research in Europe (ACARE) called on hundreds of experts from across 
the entire Aviation Transport System (ATS), and developed a roadmap called the Strategic Research 
and Innovation Agenda (SRIA)2. This roadmap lays out what needs to be done, in three timeframes 
(2020, 2035 and 2050) for all the pillars.  

 

 

Figure 1: The five pillars for ACARE’s Flightpath 2050 Vision 

OPTICS (Observation Platform for the Technical and Institutional Consolidation of Safety Research)3 is 
a European Commission-funded project that monitors to which extent Research and Innovation is on 
track in realizing the safety part of the SRIA, and realising the specific safety goals of Flightpath 2050. 
Basically, OPTICS asks two simple questions:  

 Are we doing the right research for aviation safety? 

 Are we doing the research right? 

                                                           
1
 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/doc/flightpath2050.pdf 

2
 Available on http://www.acare4europe.com/sria 

3
 See http://www.optics-project.eu/ 

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/doc/flightpath2050.pdf
http://www.acare4europe.com/sria
http://www.optics-project.eu/
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OPTICS runs from September 2013 – September 2017. Over the years it analyses ongoing and 
completed projects in segments of the aviation safety research, including EC Framework 7 (OPTICS 
year 1 and 2), European national R&I (year 3), and international R&I (year 4). As well as analysing 
ongoing projects in these segments, each year there is an Expert Workshop focused on a specific area 
within the SRIA. It cumulatively builds a comprehensive picture of the safety R&I that can help deliver 
Flightpath 2050 safety goals, and informs the aviation community and research organisations on 
where we are doing well, and where we need more or different efforts.  

The specific safety goals in Flightpath 2050 are as follows: 

 Overall, the European air transport system has less than one accident per ten million 
commercial aircraft flights. For specific operations, such as search and rescue, the aim is to 
reduce the number of accidents by 80% compared to 2000 taking into account increasing 
traffic. 

 Weather and other hazards from the environment are precisely evaluated and risks are 
properly mitigated. 

 The European air transport system operates seamlessly through fully interoperable and 
networked systems allowing manned and unmanned air vehicles to safely operate in the 
same airspace. 

 

The accompanying vision from Flightpath 2050, with respect to safety, is shown below:  

In 2050, European aviation has achieved 
unprecedented levels of safety and continues to 
improve. Manned, unmanned, legacy and next 
generation, autonomous aircraft and all types of 
rotorcraft operate simultaneously in the same 
airspace and in most weather conditions. A 
holistic, total system approach to aviation safety is 
integrated across all components and 
stakeholders. This is supported by new safety 
management, safety assurance and certification 
techniques that account for all system 
developments. 

The occurrence and impact of human error is 
significantly reduced through new designs and training processes and through technologies that 
support decision-making. Just culture has been adopted uniformly across Europe as an essential 
element of the safety process. Advanced on-board monitoring systems allow the aircraft and air 
transport system to predict and mitigate technical and operational issues, including weather, before 
they arise. 

 

This document reports on the first Expert Workshop organized by OPTICS. Given the human-centric 
nature of aviation, the OPTICS team decided that the first Expert Workshop would focus on Human 
Factors, seen by many as a critical element for safety. It was held at EUROCONTROL HQ in Brussels on 
3rd July.  
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2. WORKSHOP SET-UP 

2.1. Objectives 

The main objective of the Expert Workshop was to determine whether Europe is doing the right 
human factors research for aviation safety. Rather than presenting experts with the SRIA and simply 
asking if anything was missing and if each element is being performed, the question was broken down 
into 4 main questions: 

1. What are the priorities according to aviation HF experts? 

2. How do these priorities map onto the SRIA? 

3. Which priorities don’t map onto the SRIA, and hence may suggest a SRIA update concerning 
HF? 

4. Which ‘game-changing’ ideas are there for HF R&I, thus ideas that could accelerate HF impact 
on aviation safety? 

2.2. Workshop approach 

Use of SRIA 

The SRIA is understandably complex, with the Safety and Security pillar comprising ten Enablers, each 
one of which contains a number of Capabilities, which are further broken down into R&I Needs, and 
expected Achievements for three Time-frames: 2020, 2035 and 2050. The complete view of the SRIA is 
available as a large Excel sheet at http://www.acare4europe.org/sria. As an example, the following 
provides selected lower level information for the Enabler ‘Human Centred Automation’: 

Enabler: Human Centred Automation  

Capability: Automation supports human in both normal and degraded operations; allocation of 
functions between human and machine is optimised in order to maximise situation awareness, 
support decision-making, and enhance performance execution.  

R&I Needs: Development and application of design guidelines and assessment / evaluation metrics 
for new automation. 

Expected Achievements: 

 2020: Human-machine interface is intuitive and error tolerant for the operators of all 
airborne and ground based systems and exploits advances in evidential reasoning and semi-
autonomous functions presenting multi-modal evidence in formats suitable for rapid 
analysis and assessment by human operators.  

 2035: Better integration of information together with adaptive, flexible automation support 
enables optimal reallocation of roles between air and ground, enabling reduced crew or 
ground base pilot. Adaptive cockpit.  

 2050: Automated task support is available to all airspace users globally either in air or on 
ground, to enable all-conditions operations, and under normal and non-normal (emergency) 
operations. 

http://www.acare4europe.org/sria
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Using the SRIA during a one-day workshop with experts who have not encountered it before would be 
problematic, likely to result in hours lost in explanation of why these areas were picked, and debates 
about terminology, etc. Even sending it out beforehand would be unlikely to avoid such debates. To 
facilitate the comparison of the elicited priorities with those existing in the SRIA, a ‘lite’ version of the 
relevant part of the SRIA was produced (Appendix 1). This version was developed by identifying all 
Capabilities in the SRIA that are relevant for Human Factors. 

Additionally, a landscape map of the SRIA Capabilities relevant to Human Factors for Safety was 
produced, shown below. This presents the same Capabilities but now presented on two dimensions:  

 whether the research is about methodologies or technologies/applications, and  

 whether it focuses on individual, team/social or organisational issues. 

For example, studying pilot fatigue or controller fatigue to better understand it or deduce better 
models would be Methodological and Individual, whereas developing tools for online identification of 
emergent risks across the entire air transport system would be Technology/Application and 
Organisation. All the SRIA Human Factors-related Capabilities fit into this landscape (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Landscape map of the SRIA Capabilities 

Use of online questionnaire 

Rather than waiting for the experts to identify priorities and game-changing ideas during the Expert 
Work-shop, an online questionnaire was sent to them to do this before the workshop.  

Agenda 

The Expert Workshop agenda was as follows: 

 09.30-09.45 Opening by European Commission Pablo Pérez-Illana, European Commission  

 09.45-10.20 Keynote speech Today's Human Factors Challenges, Tomorrow's Vision Kathy 
Abbott, FAA 
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 10.20-10.40 Coffee break  

 10.40-12.15 Session 1 Key priorities in human factors research for aviation safety  

 12.15-13.15 Lunch  

 13.15-13.45 Flightpath 2050, the Safety Research and Innovation Agenda, Human Factors and 
OPTICS 

 13.45-15.00 Session 2 Priorities in the context of the Safety Research and Innovation Agenda 

 15.00-15.30 Coffee break 

 15.30-16.20 Feedback from sessions & wrap-up 

 16.20-16.30 Close of Workshop 

Master of ceremony was Barry Kirwan. 

Agenda items 

The agenda items were conducted as follows: 

 The opening sessions and keynote speech serve to provide an introduction to the field of 
interest, and to stimulate thinking about it. 

 The first break-out session served to elicit the 
experts’ or their organisations’ top two 
priorities in Human Factors research for 
aviation safety. The experts were split in 7 
groups, each led by 2 facilitators (a discussion 
leader and a note-taker, both not acting as 
expert). The composition of each group was 
aimed at combining different parts of the air 
transport system (e.g. academia, suppliers, 
airframe manufacturers, ANSP, airline, 
regulator, etc.). In each group the priorities 
were independently explained and discussed, 
and synergies and compatibilities were 
identified between them.  

 Next, in a plenary session the experts were introduced to ACARE Flightpath 2050 and the SRIA. 

 In a second break-out session using the original groups, the experts mapped their priorities 
onto the SRIA or. If a priority did not fit on the SRIA, the expert placed it where he or she 
thought that it would fit in the general landscape. Then each expert voted on the three items 
considered most important. At least two of these votes needed to be on Capabilities in the 
original SRIA map; the third vote was allowed to go to one of the new additions.  

 Finally, the main feedback from the groups was discussed in a plenary session. In this session 
also identified ‘game-changers’ were discussed. 
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2.3. Participants 

Invitations to a one-day Expert Workshop were sent out to various organisations and to the ACARE 
network, with an accompanying invitation letter from the European Commission. This attracted 70 
international experts from different segments of the aviation chain to the Expert Workshop (see Figure 
3).    

Figure 3: Experts and organisations attending the Workshop 

2.4. Evaluation 

A questionnaire was sent to the Expert Workshop participants via Survey Monkey. The questionnaire 
included evaluation of: 

 the workshop contents; 

 the workshop participants; 

 the workshop logistics; and 

 overall assessment of the Expert Workshop 

It included open questions for 

 Identifying the most valuable aspect of the workshop (including rationale); 

 Identifying the least valuable aspect of the workshop (including rationale); and  

 Elicitation of general comments and suggestions to improve the Expert Workshop. 
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3. WORKSHOP RESULTS 

3.1. Opening and key notes 

The Expert Workshop was opened by the 
EUROCONTROL Director of ATM, Mr. Philippe 
Merlo. European Commission OPTICS Project 
Manager, Mr. Pablo Perez-Illana, provided a 
short presentation that emphasised that the 
danger for aviation safety was complacency, 
since the industry is very safe, and can easily 
take its eye off safety. This was echoed by the 
Keynote Speaker, Kathy Abbott, Chief Scientist 
for Cockpit Human Factors at the FAA, who 
gave a very well-received speech on 
Automation and the future.  

 

3.2. Identified priorities 

In the first break-out session, the experts identified their main priorities in Human Factors R&I for 
aviation safety. The full list of resulting priorities is provided in Appendix 2, in six main categories and 
after removing overlap. Table 1 provides a summary. 
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Table 1: Summary of results from first break-out session: main priorities in Human Factors R&I 

DESIGN FOR HUMAN USE OPERATIONAL SAFETY 

Human Factors in the Design Life Cycle 
Helping pilots avoid and recover from adverse 
events 

Human Factors Guidance 
Understanding pilot performance in unsafe 
scenarios 

Human Factors Standards and regulations Online measurement and forewarning 

Human Systems Integration Human performance data collection and usage 

Usability SAFURITY – Security impacting on safety 

AUTOMATION RISK MANAGEMENT 

A framework for incorporating automation More integrated risk management 

Adaptive automation using better cognitive 
models 

Integrating HF into risk management 

Tools for pilot training and selection 
Broader safety assessment (e.g. including ground 
ops,  and safety culture) 

Human-Machine Interactions 
Integration of HF into Safety Management 
Systems 

Human/Automation System Roles Quantitative human performance prediction 

HUMAN RESOURCES HUMAN PERFORMANCE 

Advanced Training Concepts 
Better measurement of: fatigue, situation 
awareness, workload, complexity. Cognition, 
physiological measures. 

Advanced Selection Testing Team performance monitoring and assessment 

Better understanding of organisational culture 
Understanding / management of human 
variability 

A focus on the role of social dialogue in 
facilitating the acceptance of technological and 
social change 

Human Performance Envelope development and 
implementation 

 
More use of prototyping simulations 

Skill retention and degradation 

 

Based on the detail of the priorities raised and discussed in the different workshop groups (including 
their context where available), there appeared to be six over-arching issues and R&I questions arising.  
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1. Design for Human Use: After decades of research, the uptake of Human Factors into system 
designs is still low and uneven. Are we getting Human Factors into the design life cycle at the 
right stage, or at all? Where are the HF standards and guidance materials that can be applied 
across the entire aviation transport system? 

2. Automation: We have challenging goals for automation, but in practice, despite decades of 
experience in the cockpit, it is difficult to get it right and acceptable to the user. Where is the 
over-riding framework for incorporating automation into new systems, and for making the 
human-automation partnership effective? 

3. Operational Safety: Pilots need more support for those rare emergency scenarios when they 
can find themselves suddenly in a dangerous situation with little time to recover. How can we 
better understand, warn and support aircrew in sudden emergency situations? 

4. Risk Management: Risk management and SMS usage are widespread, but Human Factors stays 
largely outside of these processes and frameworks, which still largely concern human risks in 
the system. How can we get HF better integrated into these processes?  

5. Human Resources: Selection and Training approaches in the industry have not evolved 
significantly, and organisational culture is treated as largely untouchable. Yet if safety is to 
improve, standards need to be raised at the individual, team and organisational culture level. 
How can we make better use of new ideas and methods from academia to raise standards in 
people management and performance in aviation organisations, both at the sharp end (pilots, 
controllers) and at the blunt end (management, leaders)?   

6. Human Performance: Decades of research on individual factors such as fatigue and situation 
awareness gives the impression that the whole field of human performance is not ‘joined-up’. 
How can we develop an integrated approach that takes account of multiple factors and their 
interactions (human performance envelope), so that we can predict and guide the impact of 
future changes on total human performance? 

3.3. Priorities mapped on the SRIA 

In the second break-out session the experts mapped 
their priorities on the SRIA. Many priorities could be 
mapped on one of the 24 Capabilities on the SRIA 
landscape map; other were added to the map. Next, the 
experts voted which Capabilities or newly added 
priorities were considered most important. Figure 4 
shows the results of this voting process for the 
Capabilities of the SRIA. In addition, 20 votes went to 
priorities that did not map well on existing SRIA 
Capabilities (discussed in Section 3.4). 
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Figure 4: Result of break-out session 2: Votes for Capabilities in the SRIA landscape map; 20 votes went to 
priorities that did not map well on existing SRIA Capabilities.  

Appendix 3 provides a full overview of the priorities mapped on the Capabilities in the SRIA. The 
following discusses the Top 10 of Capabilities in the SRIA, with a certain focus on those receiving most 
votes:  

1. Human Performance Envelope (25 votes). While there are plenty of individual ideas, e.g. 
focusing on fatigue assessment, methods for assessing complexity, or gaining a better 
understanding of skill degradation, the overall implication is that the integrative impact of 
these different variables needs to be understood (which is the philosophy of the Human 
Performance Envelope). While we continue to research on individual factors we only ever 
succeed in understanding a piece of the human performance puzzle. We need to understand 
better how these factors interact and collectively influence human performance, for better or 
for worse. Human Performance Envelope is to an extent a game-changer, as the usual 
approach is not having sufficient impact.  

2. Human Factors in Design and Manufacturing (16 votes). This is an area that has been an issue 
in a number of industries for many years. In one particular domain, Defence, HF has become 
fully integrated into the design process and life cycle, and several others make more use of it 
than in aviation, although some individual companies make significant usage of Human Factors 
analysis and design guidance. The individual ideas comprising this element are diverse, ranging  
from generation of appropriate guidance and data, to closing the gap between designers and 
end users (e.g. pilots), to the use of virtual reality to validate concepts in the early design 
stages. What is apparent is that while there are pockets of guidance and good practice, there is 
nothing encompassing the entire aviation transport system and its design life cycle, stating 
when to do HF, with what guidance, and against which standards. Since many parts of the ATS 
are competitive, one incentive would be a benchmarking approach, whereby companies’ 
processes and products could be rated as to their Human Factors level or maturity according 
to a common rating system. This would need to be built around a common framework for 
integrating HF into the design of ATM, Avionics and Airframe systems, encompassing all 
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system developers and users. This might be one way to accelerate uptake of HF in the 
industry. 

3. Adaptive Automation (14 votes). The concept of adaptive automation may also need to be re-
visited or fine-tuned, as several experts have questioned whether it will fully work, and this 
area does not seem to have progressed far. It may be that an intermediate stepping stone is 
needed, such as, for example, adaptable automation, meaning advanced automation that is 
employed at the discretion of the user, so that the user remains in the loop and does not lose 
situation awareness of the system state, and can also recover if things go wrong and the 
automation can no longer cope. 

4. Automation Support (12 votes). This is seen as a key enabler for Flightpath 2050, and has 
already been a quintessential part of cockpit design since the 1980s. But it is still fraught with 
problems when designing and implementing new automation, especially as the ATS becomes 
more complex, more inter-connected, and with more tools for the principal system operators 
(people). The most inclusive idea expressed at the Expert Workshop in this area was ‘Develop 
a framework for the incorporation of automation within complex systems’. This needs to 
include better understanding of human-automation interaction at the cognitive level, 
allocation of roles of the automation and the human operator, particularly when either’s 
performance degrades, mutual situation awareness of system state (including mode) and 
intent, and the trade-off between new skill acquisition and skill loss.  Although this may be 
couched as a framework, what is also needed as part of this framework is a toolkit of 
approaches and best practices for developing automation that will work effectively and be 
welcomed by the operators, thus delivering the system designer’s intended benefits. 

5. Behavioural analysis to identify hazards (7 votes). A key idea is to develop a methodology for 
using real-time human performance and system interaction data to proactively identify and 
mitigate risk. This would deliver an advanced warning system like a safety radar, able to see 
issues developing at the system and sub-system interface levels, and hence able to take action 
on them before safety is threatened.  

6. Common Framework for Certification (6 votes). The clear need is for better Human Factors 
Regulations at European level for design. Some regulations exist, but they are inadequate for 
the scale and criticality of operations in the ATS.    

7. Managing Human Behaviour in Emergencies (6 votes). This emerged as a strong contender in 
both break-out sessions, including handling ‘startle’ management and unforeseen sudden 
emergency situations in-flight. 

8. Monitoring of crew/team capacity (5 votes). This focuses on the real-time monitoring of pilots 
and controllers concerning their mental state, situation awareness and fatigue during different 
workload situations.  

9. Tools and methods for emergent risks (5 votes). These need to be developed, focusing on the 
evaluation of HF emergent risks. Such work could link to Resilience Engineering as applied to 
HF, and would be aimed at avoiding ‘surprises’. 

10. Safety data systematic analysis (4 votes): This focuses on integrating HF into SMS and formal 
risk assessment processes, including better sharing of human performance data across the 
system. 
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3.4. Assessing the ease of adoption 

Appendix 4 presents the complete list of identified priorities that did not fit the existing SRIA. These 
consider in particular the following: 

 training and selection for the pilot and controller of the future  

 security impacts on safety (in particular cyber-attacks), and  

 a common HF education system to teach the basics of HF to all system actors, e.g. controllers, 
pilots, flight attendants, maintenance and ground personnel, as well as designers and 
managers. 

Furthermore, the suggestion was received to combine the two existing Capabilities Automation 
Support and Adaptive Automation into one new Capability. 

3.5. Identified game-changers 

Many experts provided ideas for game-changers using the online questionnaire before the Expert 
Workshop. Appendix 5 provides an overview of those ideas that are really considered to genuinely 
offer new thinking to the issue of optimising human performance in future aviation systems. 
Discussion of these ideas in the plenary session revealed that a main shared issue is that the degree by 
which Human Factors is integrated into business needs to be increased. This holds true both at the 
sharp end (operations) and the so-called blunt end (management), so that human factors becomes 
part of the business and operational culture, with research closely matched to operational needs. The 
end goal can be considered as evolving an industrial and organisational culture that values Human 
Factors and uses it as a matter of course in its design and management processes. This is not generally 
the case today. This can be summarised as evolving an aviation Human Factors culture. This is literally 
aimed at changing the game. 

3.6. Lessons learned 

For interpreting the workshop results retrieved it is of interest to consider how the Expert Workshop 
and its contents were appreciated by the participants. The following table summarises these results 
from the evaluation questionnaire: 
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Table 2: Summarised results from evaluation questionnaire 

 Strongly 
agree  
(4) 

Agree 
 
(3) 

Disagree 
 
(2) 

Strongly 
disagree 
(1) 

Not 
applicab
le 
 

Average 

1. “The time dedicated to the different 
sessions was adequate” 15 55 30 0 0 2.85 

2. “I found the workshop presentations 
and discussions interesting” 15 60 25 0 0 2.9 

3. “I found the supporting material 
provided during the workshop 
adequate” 

45 55 0 0 0 3.45 

4. “I would recommend participating to 
future OPTICS workshops to a 
colleague” 

50 50 0 0 0 3.5 

 
Very 
good 
(4) 

Good 
 
(3) 

Fair 
 
(2) 

Poor 
 
(1) 

Not 
applicab
le 
 

Average 

5. “How would you rate the workshop 
overall?” 

35 15 50 0 0 3.2 

 

The most valuable aspects of the Expert Workshop as appears from the open question in the 
questionnaire were: 

 The input of the speakers and the master of ceremony. 

 The possibilities to network and discuss with other experts. 

 The general approach using a questionnaire, small break-out sessions, and discussions. 

Regarding least valuable workshop aspects and suggestions for improvement, the following main 
conclusions are drawn: 

 The activity of mapping priorities to the SRIA was not appreciated by everyone, e.g., because 
of doubts about the benefit or because it was done in a 2nd break-out session that used the 
same group composition as the 1st;  

 Preparation of material and of the break-out session facilitators could be further improved. 

 Some time was considered lost due to moving to and from break-out sessions, and due to 
providing the opportunity to fill out the questionnaires to experts that did not do this online.  

The evaluation provided further results of a more detailed nature, and also considering the workshop 
participants and logistics. These will be used for improving the organization of future OPTICS Expert 
Workshops. 

Some detailed comments retrieved in the evaluation are of interest when interpreting the results of 
the Expert Workshop: 
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 The landscape map of SRIA Capabilities used in mapping priorities (cf. Figure 2) might provide 
a certain bias. 

 Consensus of participants does not necessarily give the right research priorities, also because 
the composition of the audience may have been biased. 

To account for these comments, a Top 10 of Capabilities has been selected rather than a Top 3. Since 
the audience was reasonably large diverse, and since certain themes clearly emerged throughout the 
day, there is confidence that in this way main priorities have been identified. Nevertheless, OPTICS will 
not provide strategic recommendations based on the outputs of this Expert Workshop alone; 
complementary assessments of R&I projects are taking place which will need to be considered before 
any conclusions can be drawn, as well as comments and considerations of participants once this report 
is released. The results will therefore be presented at the OPTICS Aviation Safety Conference in 
Brussels at the European Commission on 17-18 December 2014. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

The first OPTICS Expert Workshop provided a long list of research ideas and priorities, which were 
identified and discussed by a significant group of 70 Human Factors experts from across the ATS. After 
processing and structuring, the main results are as follows: 

 A prioritization of the Human-Factor related Capabilities in the SRIA, including a Top 10 of 
Capabilities considered most important: 

1. Human Performance Envelope  

2. Human Factors in Design and Manufacturing 

3. Adaptive Automation  

4. Automation Support  

5. Behavioural analysis to identify hazards  

6. Common Framework for Certification 

7. Managing Human Behaviour in Emergencies   

8. Monitoring of crew/team capacity 

9. Tools and methods for emergent risks  

10. Safety data systematic analysis 

 The identification of three main priorities that do not well fit the existing SRIA structure: 

o Training and selection for the pilot and controller of the future. 

o Security impacts on safety (in particular cyber-attacks).  

o A common Human Factor education system to teach the basics of Human Factors to all 
sys-tem actors (operational, technical, design, and managers). 

 The identification of a main game-changing priority: to evolve an industrial and organisational 
culture that values Human Factors and uses it in design and management processes.  

These results will provide input to OPTICS’s first yearly deliverable (OPTICS D2.1) regarding the state-
of-the-art in safety research. In this deliverable, which is expected for the end of 2014, these results 
will be combined with the results of an assessment of a large collection of R&I projects in aviation 
safety. Based on the workshop results and the project assessment results, that deliverable will provide 
strategic recommendations regarding the state-of-the-art of research and innovation addressing the 
ACARE safety related goals, and regarding identified issues in the realisation of the safety goals of 
Flightpath 2050 via the SRIA, such as gaps in research and bottlenecks to innovation. 

In each of the following years 2015 through 2017, an additional OPTICS Expert Workshop is planned 
that will focus on a different topic than Human Factors. The first of these is planned in Toulouse, 
France, in April 2015, and it will focus on vehicle operations and traffic management (SRIA Enablers 2, 
3 and 4). Also during 2015 through 2017, OPTICS’s project assessment will address more and more 
research projects. This way, next yearly OPTICS deliverables (OPTICS D2.2, D2.3, and D2.4) will provide 
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an increasingly complete view of the state-of-the-art in safety research. In two of these (OPTICS D2.2 
and D2.4), this view will be complemented with an assessment of the market and society impact. 
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APPENDIX 1 – LITE  VERSION OF SRIA PART RELATED TO SAFETY & HUMAN 

FACTORS 

No, Capability Description 

1.1 Safety Influences Generation of a comprehensive global model of all factors 
influencing the safety of the air transportation system and 
awareness of the model's capabilities and limits. 

1.2 Operational Risk 
Monitoring 

Commercial aviation systems are adaptive in overcoming 
vulnerabilities and evolve flexibly to meet changing demands (actual 
or anticipated) of increasing complexity with increasing success at 
mitigating more frequent and less sever risks. 

1.7 Safety Culture Positive corporate safety culture within organisations is infused at all 
levels across the air transport system 

1.9 Tools And Methods For 
Emergent Risks 

Development of tools, metrics and methodologies to assess and pro-
actively manage current and emergent risks in a multi-modal door-
to-door environment. Data integration across the transport system 
links system antecedents to safety outcomes enabling calculation of 
quantitative risk assessments and measurement of risk reduction. 

1.11 Safety Performance 
Indicators 

Identification of safety performance indicators within the ATS and 
across relevant areas of other transport modes. Safety performance 
indicators are systemically linked to safety outcomes, allowing 
measurement of system safety performance. 

2.1 Behavioural Analysis To 
Identify Hazards 

Behaviour analysis of people within the system (e.g. abnormal 
behaviour, mobility patterns etc.) to identify hazards to safety. 
Technologies and models required for behaviour monitoring, 
prediction and alerting. 

3.3 Systems For Hazard 
Avoidance 

Systems and new traffic services coupled with on-board sensor 
technology to ensure hazard avoidance in-flight and on the ground, 
e.g. detect adverse atmospheric conditions and traffic proximity, 
wild life, FoD. 

3.6 Adaptive Automation Intelligent, adaptive automation systems which ensure the human 
can intervene for safe recovery. Concepts which investigate the 
optimised usage of automation within the air transportation system, 
identifying major transitions and constraints (e.g. change 
management), fully integrating Human factor guidance. 

3.9 Integrated Search And 
Rescue Capabilities 

Organisations and technologies for integrated search and rescue 
capabilities, rapid and appropriate intervention. 

5.1 Safety Data Systematic 
Analysis 

Automated reporting and data capture mechanisms, new data 
mining algorithms to support analysis from heterogeneous data 
sources (incident reports, flight data etc.) and automated alerting 
mechanisms. 

6.1 Common Framework For 
Certification 

Develop harmonised, performance based Human Factors 
certification approach for the ATS. 
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7.1 HF In Design And 
Manufacturing 

The application of human factors and psycho-social issues in design 
and manufacturing, e.g. improved & simplified human machine 
interface incorporating Human Factors guidance. 

8.1 Automation Support Automation supports human in both normal and degraded 
operations. Allocation of functions between human and machine is 
optimized in order to maximise situation awareness, support 
decision-making, and enhance performance execution. Task analysis 
for the total system and its actors. 

8.2 Information Systems 
Support For Human 
Collaboration 

Information systems support human collaboration between flight 
ops control, pilot, ATM & traffic flow, ground control, ground 
support - for both normal and degraded operations. 

8.3 Preventive Maintenance 
And System Upgrades  

Preventive Maintenance and system upgrades of automated 
systems and information management systems are facilitated 
through automated processes and adapted human support systems. 

8.4 Integrated Technologies 
For Turnaround 

Aircraft, airport and ground handling technologies are integrated to 
support people in the turnaround process and links to other 
transport modes. 

9.1 New Team Concepts New collaborative team concepts will embrace the whole ATS 
system, enhancing collaboration across professional roles, between 
different organisations, across cultures. 

9.2 HP Envelope Optimization of the ‘Human Performance Envelope’ through better 
job design and management, to reduce current problems of fatigue, 
vigilance, poor decision making and loss of situation awareness or 
loss of control. 

9.3 Monitoring Of Crew/Team 
Capacity  

Monitoring of crew/team capacity and corrective measures, for 
fatigue, stress or ill-health. 

9.4 Critical Incident Stress 
Management  

Services address critical incident stress and psycho-social needs of 
crew/team/organisation following major disruption or disaster. 

9.5 Understanding 
Multicultural Interactions 
Between Crew And Crew And 
Passengers 

Diverse dimensions of passenger and personnel culture are 
understood, so that system change can positively influence cultural 
evolution and consequently foster system effectiveness in relation 
to safety and security goals. 

10.2 Management Of Human 
Behaviours During 
Emergencies 

Understanding social behaviour under stress. Developing effective 
management systems for emergencies that integrate different 
services and public participation 

10.5 Understanding Cultural 
Aspects Of Passengers  

Diverse dimensions of passenger culture are understood so that 
system change can positively respond to cultural diversity, influence 
cultural evolution and behaviours with an aim to enhance system 
effectiveness in relation to security goals. Policy, procedures, 
processes and training for the management of multi-cultural public. 
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APPENDIX 2 – RESEARCH PRIORITIES (BREAK-OUT SESSION 1) 

OPERATIONAL SAFETY 

Recovery from adverse events 

 Startle management (dealing with unexpected events). 

 Develop methods to decouple involuntary pilot action and control inceptors by cockpit design 

 Develop models and practical advice tools aimed at flight operations for managing and 
training in-flight monitoring and surprise/ startle reactions for flight deck crew 

 Develop an approach to assess level of control on a situation and the margin of manoeuvre  
left to the human 

 Develop tools and methods for pilots to recover and manage critical situations 

HP in Safety scenarios 

 Development of safety critical scenario. 

Online measurement & forewarning 

 Develop approaches to jointly assess system safety and operation safety 

HP data collection & usage 

 methods or tools to measure situation awareness (Only subjective methods available for the 
moment) 

 HF Data identification, capture, analysis and feedback, data policies 

 Data driven applications supporting human performance across the system 

SAFURITY- Security impacting on Safety 

 SAFURITY (Develop capacity to score the impact of safety and security on each other) 

 Study, model & experiment situations where an operator is propagating an attack (cyber-
security problem) that can cause a safety problem. 

 Study the role of the operator in the propagation of cyber-attacks. 

 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

Integrated Risk Management 

 Integrate risk management methods in real context, into the airlines (in design, training, 
maintenance, documentation) 

 Be able to put priorities in risk identification, for any level of the organization (designers, 
managers etc.). Risk assessment techniques to help to take right decisions. 

 Categories before the events 

Risk Management 

 Risk assessment from design initiation should include standard methodology to integrate HF. 

 Improved methods for risk assessment and managing complexity, to include HF 
consequences 

 Safe Integration of new systems (technologies, procedures, services)  
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Safety Assessment 

 Impact of ground operation on safety 

 Organisational Psychology, safety culture, safety management 

HF in SMS (Safety Management System) 

 Integration of HF & SMS 

Human Performance Prediction 

 Quantify the influence of human performance on incident/ accident occurrence probabilities. 

 Develop a “predictive” risk management system (KPI’s) to identify reduction/failure in human 
performance 

 In order to reduce workload of pilot we automate but safety awareness is reduced. Need to 
develop awareness system to have better awareness of state of systems 

 

DESIGN FOR HUMAN USE 

HF Guidance 

 HF not addressed as early as needed in design process.  

 Design methodology: how can HF theory (cognitive engineering) be applied in actual design 
(software engineering). 

 Risk assessment from design initiation should include standard methodology to integrate HF. 

 Mental preservation: develop methods to manage and monitoring skills - Methods to identify 
and recover from bad pilots condition 

 Developing guidance on human factors for designers of aircraft system 

 Link HF to design activities 

 Human factors in system design activities 

 New System engineering approach to ensure the integration of HF and operational users into 
the design processes 

HF Standards and Regulations 

 HF standards for new technology (es touch screens), new kinds of operations 

 Developing regulations regarding HF and new design 

Human-Systems Integration (HIS) 

 Human-System Integration 

 Human in system of systems 

Usability 

 Develop the methods of estimation of the usability of the touch screens during flight 

 Link HF to design activities specifically applied to rotorcraft 

 Develop a systems interface optimised for human-systems operations 

 Develop new flight deck techno to support situation awareness in unexpected situation for 
flight deck. 

 How to use virtual reality to improve design of A/C 

 Combine monitoring and assessment of situation awareness with multiple display and 
visualisation. 
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HF in the Design Life-Cycle 

 Develop a standard methodology to fully integrate HF and Safety into the ATM design process 
since the initial phases 

 

AUTOMATION 

Automation 

 New aviation systems need more and more interaction between human actors and 
automation. In safety assessments it is not easy to find out what can go wrong and why in 
human-machine interaction. Tools are needed to sketch the whole picture, and assure 
automation interaction is in the loop 

 Metrics for automation measurements 

 Develop a framework for the incorporation of automation within complex systems 

 Automation at system-wide level, interaction between humans and machines at system level 

 Automation (controllers) applied to helicopters 

Adaptive automation 

 Integrate models of human operator state inference, to support adaptive automation. 

 Automation based on cognitive principles (help operator to monitor system states and 
system behaviours). 

 Adaptive automation, design, performance impact 

Tools 

 Supporting tools for training & selection 

 Tools for pilot training 

Human-Machine Interaction 

 Low complexity devices with targeted high fidelity  

 Understanding human/automation interaction 

 Interaction between Automation and operators 

 Reduce proneness to adverse interaction between pilot and vehicle by redesigning the role of 
the pilot (less execution, more supervision and planning) 

 Develop the bench for the prototyping of the man machine interface of the civil aircraft 
cockpit 

System roles/actors 

 Develop novel shared-control system between pilot and auto-pilot to enhance situational 
awareness and minimise unlearning effects of critical pilot skills. 

 Develop fully adaptive multimodal Human-Machine System 

 Mode confusion (Difficulty in understanding automation) 

 Analyse how to distribute the responsibilities and tasks between pilot and automation and 
the data management according to the situation encountered 
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HUMAN RESOURCES 

Training 

 Implementation of training methodologies: focus on basic skills, basic management, set roots 
(something goes wrong: back to root).  

 WEB Application for operator/pilot Training and HMI testing 

 Develop basic flight key reflexes and work methods to place pilot at the centre of training 

 Novel advanced controllers 

 Develop training system to optimize feedbacks to trainers, trainees 

 Training personnel to be adaptable and flexible in their operations (resilience) 

 Rather than tailoring automation to individual preferences, force people to use the optimal 
solution, people often ignore the optimal. 

Selection 

 Selection: be sure pilots are talented pilots, before starting education. The better selection, 
the better pilots will become. 

 Develop methods to anticipate what will be the pilot/mechanic competency in 20 years 

 Requirements for selection profiles 

 Compose a psychological profile of the ideal pilot and standardized testing tools for pre-entry 

Organisational culture 

 Organisational Culture  

 Organisation of organisations 

Social Dialogue 

 Social dialogue 

 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE 

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE 

Fatigue 

 Pilot /ATCO fatigue 

 Measure fatigue 

 Fatigue 

 Fatigue management tool and develop workload management for flight crew to improve 
display and act as a tool to help crew in their tasks. 

 Develop standard methods for ATCO and ATSEPS fatigue assessment. 

Situation awareness 

Workload 

 Mental workload estimation based on physiological parameters 

 Work load performance assessment for new automated systems  

 Develop methodology to measure complexity of operational environment 

 Operators Task Load Scale 
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Complexity  

 Develop methodology to measure complexity of operational environment 

 Develop an approach to assess complexity. 

Cognition 

 Human cognition, design of training and effective learning. 

Physiological measures 

 Robust real-time Integration of multiple measurements of the operator state (i.e., gaze, 
physiological response such as EEG) and operational performance into man-vehicle control 
systems. 

 Develop sensors and standard methods to measure mental workload 

Human Error/Variability 

 Human performance variability. 

 Better understanding and management of performance variability. 

OUTCOMES 

System Performance 

Team performance 

 Individual and team performance assessment, monitoring 

Human Performance Envelope  

 Assess HF Risk Portfolio  

 Development and implementation of HP envelope model 

 Operator State Assessment (Meaningful measure of operational performance) 

 Develop a methodology for use of operational human performance and system interaction 
data to proactively identify and mitigate safety risk 

Prototyping Simulations 

Skill retention 

 Skill degradation 

 Develop focused methodologies/standards to keep the skills and competences while working 
with fully automated systems in order to reinforce the resilience of the overall system 

 Skills retention and development, training 
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APPENDIX 3 – PRIORITIES MAPPED ON SRIA (BREAK-OUT SESSIONS 1 AND 2) 

Rank, capability, votes, and 
segment 

Identified priorities 

1. HP envelope 

25 votes 

Methods / Individual 

 Setting the basics right from day one on: knowledge, skills, attitude 

 How much fatigue may we accept? 

 Theoretical framework for robust and principled integration of 
operational performance and physiological responses and 
information retrieval 

 Using physiological data (least intrusive way) to estimate mental 
workload on pilots/ATC 

 Research in design -> mental perseveration + monitoring skills 
(team and individual) 

 Develop models to infer human operator state from measured data 

 HP Envelope Model/Metrics 

 HP Specific Metrics Automation 

 Assess HF Risk Portfolio  

 Culture and social dialogue  

 Fatigue  

 Startle Effect  

 Skill degradation research  

 Pilot monitoring (How do pilots monitor under flight ops…)  

 Selection profiles adjustment 

 Use cognitive models to design more adaptive systems for better 
human systems integration 

 Methods and tools to directly measure situation awareness 

 Developing a method and tool to train pilots in system recovering 

 Optimisation of HP envelope through reduce current problems of 
fatigue and loss of situation and control awareness 

 Skills retention and development, training 

Methods or tools to measure situation awareness (Only subjective 
methods available for the moment) 

Pilot /ATCO fatigue 

Measure fatigue 

Fatigue 

Fatigue management tool and develop workload management for flight 
crew to improve display and act as a tool to help crew in their tasks. 

Develop standard methods for ATCO and ATSEPS fatigue assessment. 

Mental workload estimation based on physiological parameters 

Work load performance assessment for new automated systems  

Develop methodology to measure complexity of operational environment 

Operators Task Load Scale 

Develop methodology to measure complexity of operational environment 

Develop an approach to assess complexity. 

Human cognition, design of training and effective learning. 
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Robust real-time Integration of multiple measurements of the operator 
state (i.e., gaze, physiological response such as EEG) and operational 
performance into man-vehicle control systems. 

Develop sensors and standard methods to measure mental workload 

Human performance variability. 

Better understanding and management of performance variability. 

Development and implementation of HP envelope model 

Skill degradation 

Skills retention and development, training 

2. HF in design and 

manufacturing  

16 votes 

Technology / Individual 

 Translating existing HF methods/models into design 
recommendations 

 Bringing cognitive engineering to software engineering 

 Human-centred approach in early design process 

 Automation better design for humans 

 Task automation pilot focuses on mission planning and monitoring 

 Guidance to designers  

 New technologies to ensure an adequate pilot/operator situation 
awareness at any time 

 Use virtual reality for validating HF in the aircraft design phases 

 New System engineering approach to ensure the integration of HF 
and operational users into the design processes 

HF not addressed as early as needed in design process.  

Design methodology: how can HF theory (cognitive engineering) be 
applied in actual design (software engineering). 

Risk assessment from design initiation should include standard 
methodology to integrate HF. 

Mental preservation: develop methods to manage and monitoring skills - 
Methods to identify and recover from bad pilots condition 

Developing guidance on human factors for designers of aircraft system 

Link HF to design activities 

Human factors in system design activities 

New System engineering approach to ensure the integration of HF and 
operational users into the design processes 

HF standards for new technology (es touch screens), new kinds of 
operations 

Developing regulations regarding HF and new design 

Human-System Integration 

Human in system of systems 

Develop the methods of estimation of the usability of the touch screens 
during flight 

Link HF to design activities specifically applied to rotorcraft 

Develop a systems interface optimised for human-systems operations 
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Develop new flight deck techno to support situation awareness in 
unexpected situation for flight deck. 

How to use virtual reality to improve design of A/C? 

Combine monitoring and assessment of situation awareness with 
multiple display and visualisation. 

Develop a standard methodology to fully integrate HF and Safety into the 
ATM design process since the initial phases 

Develop focused methodologies/standards to keep the skills and 
competences while working with fully automated systems in order to 
reinforce the resilience of the overall system 

Virtual validation of Human Factors in early design phases 

Integrate HF approaches with software engineering approaches (usability 
and reliability) 

Vehicle handling conception should be as human-centric as possible. 

Focus on human performance and interaction based data to shape the 
design of future systems 

Closing the gap between designer & pilot (understanding needs) 

3. Adaptive automation  

14 votes 

Technology / Individual 

 Work load automation Task Load  

 Shared Control (previous Name: Interaction OPS)  

 Mode Confusion 

 Automation policy at FC, ATCOS and system-wide level  

 Cooperative approaches for stall and upset prevention and recovery  

 Level of control monitoring 

 Develop surveillance system to redistribute control functions 
between aircrew and automation 

 Adaptive automation, design, performance impact 

 Integrate models of human operator state inference, to support 
adaptive automation. 

 Automation based on cognitive principles (help operator to monitor 
system states and system behaviours). 

 Adaptive automation, design, performance impact. 

Develop novel shared-control system between pilot and auto-pilot to 
enhance situational awareness and minimise unlearning effects of critical 
pilot skills. 

Develop fully adaptive multimodal Human-Machine System 

Analyse how to distribute the responsibilities and tasks between pilot and 
automation and the data management according to the situation 
encountered 

Ability to use real time data to understand degradation of performance of 
operators 

Support to operators facing automation in case of failures; the operator 
take over when there is a failure it is a difficult task 
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4. Automation support 

12 votes 

Technology / Individual 

 Automation support; develop novel shared control systems 
between pilot and automation that enhance joint performance but 
does not result in unlearning and over-reliance 

 Develop and implement concepts for dynamic task distribution 

 Skill Retention 

 Mode Confusion 

 Operator State Assessment 

 Cooperative approaches for stall and upset prevention and recovery 

 Automation to reduce pilot workload 

 Manual flying skills (other side of the coin…) 

 Advanced awareness systems for flight conditions/state 

In order to reduce workload of pilot we automate but situation 
awareness is reduced. Need to develop awareness system to have better 
awareness of state of systems 

New aviation systems need more and more interaction between human 
actors and automation. In safety assessments it is not easy to find out 
what can go wrong and why in human-machine interaction. Tools are 
needed to sketch the whole picture, and assure automation interaction is 
in the loop 

Metrics for automation measurements 

Develop a framework for the incorporation of automation within complex 
systems 

Automation at system-wide level, interaction between humans and 
machines at system level 

Automation (controllers) applied to helicopters 

Supporting tools for training & selection 

Tools for pilot training 

Low complexity devices with targeted high fidelity  

Understanding human/automation interaction 

Interaction between Automation and operators 

Reduce proneness to adverse interaction between pilot and vehicle by 
redesigning the role of the pilot (less execution, more supervision and 
planning) 

Develop the bench for the prototyping of the man machine interface of 
the civil aircraft cockpit 

Mode confusion (Difficulty in understanding automation) 

Develop novel shared control and monitoring systems to keep situational 
awareness during autopilot operations by exploiting previously 
unexploited modalities such haptics, EEG, etc. 
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5. Behavioural analysis to 

identify hazards  

7 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

Scenario safety critical  

Operator Task load Scale 

Introduce human behaviour models for safety data systemic analysis 

Development of safety critical scenario. 

Operator State Assessment (Meaningful measure of operational 
performance) 

Develop a methodology for use of operational human performance and 
system interaction data to proactively identify and mitigate safety risk 

6. Common framework for 

certification  

6 votes 

Technology / Organisation 

HF standards for technology in operations 

Selection process design to fit future demands 

Human factors regulations at European level for design 

6. Managing human 

behaviour in emergencies   

6 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

Startle management (dealing with unexpected events). 

Develop methods to decouple involuntary pilot action and control 
inceptors by cockpit design 

Develop models and practical advice tools aimed at flight operations for 
managing and training in-flight monitoring and surprise/ startle reactions 
for flight deck crew 

Develop an approach to assess level of control on a situation and the 
margin of manoeuvre  left to the human 

Develop tools and methods for pilots to recover and manage critical 
situations 

8. Monitoring of crew/team 

capacity   

5 votes 

Technology / Team 

Fatigue measurements 

Development of sensors and methods for measuring mental 
workload/mental state of pilots/ATC 

Tools to support flight crews during peak workload situations 

8. Tools and methods for 

emergent risks    

5 votes 

Technology / Organisation 

HF risk evaluation 

10. Safety data systematic 

analysis    

4 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

HF Data identification, capture, analysis and feedback, data policies 

Develop approaches to jointly assess system safety and operation safety 

HF Data identification, capture, analysis and feedback, data policies 

Data driven applications supporting human performance across the 
system 

Risk assessment from design initiation should include standard 
methodology to integrate HF. 
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Improved methods for risk assessment and managing complexity, to 
include HF consequences 

Safe Integration of new systems (technologies, procedures, services)  

Impact of ground operation on safety 

Integration of HF & SMS 

Quantify the influence of human performance on incident/ accident 
occurrence probabilities. 

Assess HF Risk Portfolio 

Quantify data related to HF 

More and mandatory analysis of operational flight data 

11. Safety Performance 

indicators    

3 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

Develop a “predictive” risk management system (KPI’s)to identify 
reduction/failure in human performance 

12. Information systems 
support human 
collaboration 

2 votes 

Technology / Team 

Touch screen on board 

12. Safety Culture 

2 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

Organisational Psychology, safety culture, safety management 

Human being within organizational pressure 

12. Safety Influences 

2 votes 

Methods / Organisation 

Complexity metrics and handling strategy 

Safe Integration of new systems (technologies, procedures, services) 

Organisational Psychology, safety culture, safety management 

Organisational Culture  

Organisation of organisations  

15. Systems for hazard 
avoidance 

1 vote 

Technology / Team 

 

15. New team concepts 

1 vote 

Methods / Team 
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15. Understanding 
multicultural interaction 
btw crew and passengers 

1 vote 

Methods / Team 

 

15. Operational risk 
monitoring 

1 vote 

Methods / Organisation 

 

19. Understanding cultural 
aspects of passengers 

0 vote 

Methods /Team 

 

19. Integrated technologies for 
turnaround 

0 vote 

Technology / Team 

 

19. CISM 

0 vote 

Methods / Individual 

 

19. Integrated search and 
rescue Capabilities 

0 vote 

Technology / Organisation 

 

19. Preventive maintenance 
and system upgrades 

0 vote 

Technology / Organisation 
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APPENDIX 4 – PRIORITIES OUTSIDE THE SRIA (BREAK-OUT SESSIONS 1 AND 2) 

SAFURITY (Develop capacity to score the impact of safety and security on each other) 

Study, model & experiment situations where an operator is propagating an attack (cyber-security problem) that 
can cause a safety problem. 

Study the role of operator in the propagation of cyber-attacks. 

Integrate risk management methods in real context, into the airlines (in design, training, maintenance, 
documentation) 

Be able to put priorities in risk identification, for any level of the organization (designers, managers etc.). Risk 
assessment techniques to help to take right decisions. 

Implementation of training methodologies: focus on basic skills, basic management, set roots (something goes 
wrong: back to root).  

WEB Application for operator/pilot Training and HMI testing 

Develop basic flight key reflexes and work methods to place pilot at the centre of training 

Novel advanced controllers 

Develop training system to optimize feedbacks to trainers, trainees 

Training personnel to be adaptable and flexible in their operations (resilience) 

Rather than tailoring automation to individual preferences, force people to use the optimal solution, people 
often ignore the optimal. 

Selection: be sure pilots are talented pilots, before starting education. The better selection, the better pilots will 
become. 

Develop methods to anticipate what will be the pilot/mechanic competency in 20 years 

Requirements for selection profiles 

Compose a psychological profile of the ideal pilot and standardized testing tools for pre-entry 

Develop a targeted dynamic education system teaching THE BASICS to tackle today’s highest-in-rank industry 
issues. 

Develop a toolset that can pinpoint general and individual issues in Knowledge, Skills and Attitude.  

Use the same toolset for assessment, self-assessment, training, recurrent- and remedial training. 

The toolset should apply to both students AND teachers as well as to the used hard- & software tools 

The approach should be cross-cultural effective. (e.g. be effective in training our young ‘digital natives’ as well as 
in training of ‘low-tech culture’ trainees (e.g. some African and other country’s) 

The toolset should be self-improving by design with cross-fertilization between user groups leveraging the 
outcome Therefore the same toolset should be applicable for training air traffic controllers, flight attendants, 
pilots, maintenance and ground personnel, etc.. . 

Information should be dynamically shared between all stakeholders 

Develop schemes for in-flight flight training to avoid the deleterious effects of autopilot operations 

HF support for change management 

A fully ops oriented direction to translate HF concept into actions for organisations actors and authorities  
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APPENDIX 5 – GAME-CHANGERS 

An overview of the game-changers identified through the online questionnaire and discussion in the 
plenary session is as follows:  

1. Organisational design of safety-critical organisations – More consideration of the 
organisational aspects of how humans interact within organisations that can influence safety. 
Organisational design together with human limitations in the areas of understanding issues, 
the power to influence change, and how interactions with others can occur for best effect. 

2. The sharp end meeting the ivory tower. The scientific community does ask what research is 
needed; but scientists do not well understand the operational environment. Operators/pilots 
of the real environment should help in providing directions. 

3. An aviation Human Factors license. What constitutes a HF expert? There are too many HF 
experts in ATM without the needed background. 

4. Integrating Human Factors into the Business Model. HF is still considered a separate element 
of business. HF & Safety should be part of normal operations and integrated completely into 
the organisations’ business and change management models. 

5. Applying Big Data to Human Performance Optimisation. Data driven applications supporting 
human performance across the system can be analysed to trouble-shoot and fine-tune human 
performance in operational systems. 

 


